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Anthropology may not be what you think it is. The term “anthro-
pology” often causes people to pause: what is it exactly that anthro-
pologists do? Romantic views of anthropologists as studying “lost”
civilizations, esoteric rituals, and tribal peoples inadequately
describe the discipline and what it has to offer. Contemporary
anthropology is about the whole of human life, society, and culture—
about stories and communities, problems and practices, the cultural
logics and state structures that frame people’s everyday lives, and the
myriad and cultural means by which people make their way in the
world. It is as much conducted in urban locales as in rural ones, as
familiar with analyzing advertising agencies as village communities,
and insistent on analyzing the esoteric alongside the everyday.
Anthropology explains culture, meaning, and practice in the past
and the present, including a reckoning with the discipline’s own his-
tory.1 Our past connections to colonial projects and to state institu-
tions implicate anthropology in creating and reifying the very
cultural categories we now so humbly yet urgently work to under-
stand and to implode.2 

This special double issue of India Review is very much about that
implosion—about how to use and think anthropology as a project for
addressing inequity. Social inequities, economic inequities, educa-
tional, political, and categorical ones, and hierarchies of gender,
nation, caste, and class all fall within the anthropological domain.3

What might anthropology bring to the communities within which and
with whom we work? If anthropology is not to be a solely extractive
enterprise, but an ethnographic one in the spirit of exchange, then we
suggest it must be an engaged endeavor.4 It must to some degree be a
public project. Yet what happens when we preface anthropology with
“public?” Why might public anthropology be worth pursuing now?
And why worth pursuing in India? In this special issue, we try to cap-
ture the energy of current anthropological work in India. This is thus
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not a survey of all public anthropology in India (or applied or activist
work more generally),5 but a glimpse into how some archaeologists
and cultural anthropologists are practicing and envisioning public
anthropology.

Public anthropology is a new practice within the discipline. A
mostly unorganized, informal trend, one not associated within any
specific theoretical school or subfield, public anthropology is most
simply understood as an anthropology engaged with public, real-life
problems and issues. Some might argue that anthropology has always
been engaged with such issues, or that specific subfields such as
applied anthropology have already been there and done that.6 We con-
tend that we see something new at present. Public anthropology is not
just old wine in new bottles. As the contributors to this issue show,
public anthropology is a project of this current political and historical
moment, of postcolonialism, of contemporary shifts in the global
order, of our own rethinking of the production and circulation of
knowledge, and of a new appreciation of the value and application of
anthropology in today’s world.7 So, with all of this in mind, what is
public anthropology?

Public anthropology: Socially relevant, theoretically informed, and
politically engaged ethnographic scholarship. At a minimum, this
might be a sufficient definition. A fully fleshed out definition
might require the inclusion of academic standards, collaborative
aspects, critical theory, problem-solving or policy prescriptions,
and/or a genuine involvement and location in a public domain.8 A
public anthropology is not one that disavows the academy, but that
works to transform it by refiguring anthropological practice. This
is thus an academic project as much as an applied one. Public
anthropology is an ethnographic research endeavor that is both
anthropologically significant and interesting and works to relieve
human suffering.9

Engaged scholarship is not new in anthropology. The discipline
has a long history of interventionist work, including Franz Boas’
efforts to change discriminatory ideas on race, Margaret Mead’s
efforts to influence social and educational policy, Sol Tax’s action
anthropology in the 1940s and 1950s, to the more recent subfields of
applied and practicing anthropology; a less salutary genealogy would
include the complicity of anthropology with colonial and other
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(including recent) state endeavors to classify and control populations.
As with some of these earlier predecessors, public anthropology
strives to effect change based on ethnographic findings. It responds to
specific conditions, collaborates with relevant communities, and
includes a healthy dose of anxiety surrounding issues of authority,
privilege, and representation. In setting out the difficulties as well as
the contributions of a public anthropology, the goal of this volume is
to result in a more productive anthropology.

There exist a small number of academic projects devoted to public
anthropology such as the University of Pennsylvania’s Public Interest
Anthropology program.10 The most prominent is Robert Borofsky’s
Public Anthropology project. Borofsky’s project is unique in that it is
not linked to any one university, but is instead a vast and ambitious
undertaking, centered on a website that creates and collates informa-
tion on public anthropology, including a guide to academic depart-
ments, an annotated listing of anthropologists who have “spoken
out,” and a book series with the University of California Press.11

Borofsky defines public anthropology as follows:

Public anthropology demonstrates the ability of anthropology
and anthropologists to effectively address problems beyond the
discipline—illuminating the larger social issues of our times as
well as encouraging broad, public conversations about them with
the explicit goal of fostering social change. It affirms our responsi-
bility, as scholars and citizens, to meaningfully contribute to com-
munities beyond the academy—both local and global—that make
the study of anthropology possible.12

Most, if not all, of the contributors to this special issue of India
Review agree with this definition. But not all of them are content to
rest at that. Starting with Sita Venkateswar’s opening essay and its call
to push past Borofsky’s definition and concluding with Piya Chatter-
jee’s haunting reflection on the roles and locations of the ethnogra-
pher, a number of our authors take public anthropology further.

An unexpected source provides new dimensions to the idea of a
public anthropology: Aristotle. Sita Venkateswar draws on Aristotle’s
notion of phronesis as “an emotional, embodied, ethico-political exist-
ence explicitly tied to the goal of human flourishing” to envision an
anthropology that is always public, one in which academic endeavors
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always include commitments to social justice in and beyond the com-
munities in which we work.13 As an embodied practice, public anthro-
pology would not just be an occasional or side practice, or something
that one serendipitously stumbles into during fieldwork. Instead,
Venkateswar argues that it should rightly be a core of the discipline as
well as a commitment of individual anthropologists. A public anthro-
pology built on “ethical forms of action and intervention” would
require shifts in the disciplinary modus operandi.14

Embodiment and accountability are two key components of such
ethical forms of action and intervention. What, for example, is the
anthropologist’s relationship to the knowledge claims she or he make
for and about communities? How might we better link the philosoph-
ical and the pragmatic in making such claims? Piya Chatterjee poses
these questions in outlining how embodiment and accountability may
anchor a public anthropology. An amplification of location is one
means, specifically considering “the partial, the particular, and posi-
tioned” aspects of our research and relations such that our account-
ability is to multiple communities involving different, but equally
rigorous sorts of peer review. Ethnographic community, disciplinary
colleagues, public sphere, academic department, oneself as scholar and
human—a coeval accountability to each requires work such that any
given community is not privileged in one sphere, but subordinate in
another. How might we do this? Chatterjee suggests an epistemology
of hunger—“the collective and collaborative spirit of many bodies in
human and social action: of knowledges that are situated, partial, and
truly objective”—as providing the conceptual and physical space for
moving public anthropology forward.15

Yet not all anthropologists like the term “public” anthropology.
Contributor Mark Nichter prefers to preface his description as an
anthropologist with “engaged,” rather than with applied, practicing,
or public. As an engaged anthropologist, Nichter poses five questions
to each of his research projects:

1. Whom do I hope to engage through this research and writing?
2. What kind of engagement am I attempting to foster?
3. What stage in a multistage process of problem solving does this

research inform?
4. What needs to be considered next; what stakeholders are being

addressed by the research and who is being neglected?
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5. Can this research inadvertently be used to further an agenda that might
harm a group of people and how can I minimize this possibility?16

These questions are crucial for conducting research that is as empiri-
cally rich as it is ethnographically sound and applicable in a real-world
context. Such standards ground public as well as engaged anthropol-
ogy. In any given research project, however, anthropologists are not
the only ones asking such questions.

Archaeologists often rely on local communities to help them locate
archaeological remains. Contributor V. Selvakumar once queried a
local farmer as to whether or not there were such remains nearby; the
farmer replied with three queries of his own:

1. What will you get out of it?
2. What will the country get out of it?
3. What will I get out of it?17

His questions cut to the heart of public anthropology. It has multiple
beneficiaries, albeit ones that do not necessarily overlap and for which
the benefits for one might be deficits for the other. It is political, in
that it involves state and other communities beyond just researcher
and local community. And, it is conducted in particular and historic
contexts, ones in which a farmer’s concerns are presumed to follow
those of the state which follow those of the researcher. A public
anthropology must thus work both with and against the way local,
national, and global worlds are ordered and reordered.

Doing Public Anthropology
There are many ways to do public anthropology. This volume alone
showcases several of them—detailed case studies that might be used
to inform policy, actual collaborative projects undertaken by anthro-
pologists,18 and radical rethinkings of the anthropological project.
Nita Kumar, for example, pushes well beyond the application of
research findings to propose different sorts of interventions. She tack-
les a difficult, deeply personal dilemma, one with which many anthro-
pologists might be uncomfortable: the education (or lack of it) of the
women she hires as servants while in the field. How, she asks, can we
serve our informants, the people who share their stories with us? The
goal of a refigured anthropology in this instance is a highly personal
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one residing in the “interdependent needs of scholar and informant.”19

It is an anthropology where the scholar is not just educated by an eth-
nographic community, but in turn might educate them in a broad
sense.20 The “service” one extends as anthropologist will look differ-
ent from anthropologist to anthropologist and community to commu-
nity. Thinking in terms of service and education is a step toward
addressing the inequities present within research relationships them-
selves, to acknowledge and act on such realizations as Kumar’s that “I
do not make myself and my presence in the field all that it could be.”21

Similar desires to do more than research while in the field inspired
several of our contributors. Dennis McGilvray found himself moving
from studies of kinship and ritual to that of post-tsunami recovery
strategies, from a solo practitioner model to principal investigator on a
five-person interdisciplinary National Science Foundation-funded
research grant. In the aftermath of such trauma, anthropology offers
things NGOs often cannot—cultural and linguistic fluencies,
decades-long commitments to communities, and ethnographic famil-
iarity with a range of local histories, issues, and personalities. As com-
munities rebuild, it turns out that such seemingly “trivial”
ethnographic details as “Tamil caste hierarchies and Muslim matrilineal
clan organization” matter in important and often overlooked ways.22

Media is another important component of public anthropology.
Radio programming is one way contributor Kelly Alley extends her
work, collaborating with media, NGOs, and public activists to further
the exchange and circulation of knowledge. Seeking, creating, and uti-
lizing new means for disseminating information is, for Alley, more than
turning anthropologists into “change agents.” It means instead to “con-
duct scholarly life as the embodiment of socio-political participation.”23

V. Selvakumar also finds media critical in helping archaeology “reach
the streets.”24 Articles, letters to the editor, internet discussions all play a
role in public archaeology in India. As the political and economic uses
of archaeology grow, the media is valuable for reaching the public in
ways that academic programs often cannot. For each person able to visit
an active archaeological site such as Selvakumar’s Kadakkarappally
boat, or for those able to read about it in a newspaper or online, there
are still others unable to do either. Beyond questions of location and
other problems of access, there is also the question of language. As Sel-
vakumar points out, archaeological knowledge in India is produced in
English rather than in any other Indian language.
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As we embody, engage, and extend anthropology in new and pub-
lic ways—to use some of our contributors’ terms—with whom
exactly are we doing this? For cultural anthropologists, the communi-
ties are often multiple, not simply “the people with whom we work,”
i.e. members of the ethnographic community in which we do research.
For archaeologists, these communities might be even more varied
given all the parties who stake claims to archaeological sites and histo-
ries. In her essay here, Uzma Rizvi explores the differences between
“publics” and “communities,” deciding that community-based
archaeology rather than public interest anthropology makes the most
sense in her particular research context. In the midst of her recent
research, Rizvi joined a local archaeology initiative designed to foster
local knowledge about archaeology while also promoting economic
development. The project was ultimately unsuccessful; in analyzing
why, Rizvi differentiates between public interest archaeology as exist-
ing in the realm of civil society (following the work of Peggy Sanday
on public interest anthropology)25 and community-based archaeology
as involving “hand over of partial control of the project to the local
community” not just to any member of civil society as representative
of the public. The case she makes is particular both to her specific field
location and to India. This attention to local, national, and global con-
text is a hallmark feature of anthropology in general.

Ethnography and Fieldwork
The power of anthropology lies in its methodology: ethnographic
fieldwork. Anthropologists typically go to live in the community
among which they conduct their research, for example, in a village, a
town, or a class, caste, or ethnically defined neighborhood in a city.
Ethnographic research methods center on participant-observation,
participating in a community while also observing everyday life, ritual
events, political structures, conducting formal and informal interviews
and a wide range of other methodological activities. Anthropologists
also tend to work in the same communities for long periods of time,
often over the course of several distinct research projects. As Dennis
McGilvray shows in his essay, his 30 year relationship with the people
of Akkaraipattu makes a difference in the type of research he does and
the reception he receives. Anthropologists are often people who
return. People who know families across generations, and increas-
ingly, across countries. Or, if not people in kin, ethnic, or geographic
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communities, people in interest-based or professional ones. Mark
Nichter’s career as a medical anthropologist has involved building the
same sort of longitudinal connections among medical professionals—
be they doctors, grassroots health practitioners, or those in public
health education. Ethnography involves not only work in and across
communities, but also the building of community.

Networks are a key part of public anthropology. In the twenty-
first century, these are as often virtual as they are face-to-face. If tradi-
tional fieldwork presumed a singular, face-to-face community,
contemporary anthropological research does not. In the case of Sita
Venkateswar’s experience, the communities of her research are multi-
ple, including those whose stories she tells (e.g., the Andaman com-
munities) and those with whom she fights the powers that be (e.g., her
internet activist network). Such networks compose the frame and
body of Kim Fortun’s research, reflecting the real-life configuration
of individuals and groups impacted by the Bhopal disaster. Given the
multilayered, inextricably bound, yet also disjointed nature of these
communities, Fortun suggests that ethnography has a particular rele-
vance for addressing how different systems “hang together.” Be they
textual, social, or technological, she argues that ethnographic projects
are especially adept at addressing open systems, those “that are con-
tinually being reconstituted through the interaction of many scales,
variables, and forces.”26

In their own way, each contributor to this issue highlights the
strength of ethnographic fieldwork. Ethnography brings us to the
ground, to how people experience the abstract categories into which
they are slotted, to aspects of life not easily accessed by quantitative or
other qualitative methods. Working in the development field, Sondra
Hausner found that ethnography offered needed insights and methods
for planning, carrying out, and evaluating effective development
projects. Specifically, she states that “ethnography can tell program-
mers stories they did not know existed [and] demonstrate links and
connections that no questionnaire could have dreamed up.”27 These
contributions, however, are not so widely known outside of the disci-
pline. When Hausner first began her job, she was asked what anthro-
pology was, indeed what qualitative research was—“is it focus
groups?” her colleagues wanted to know. One goal of this special
issue is to work harder to explain anthropology to a non-anthropo-
logical audience. We do so by discussing what anthropologists do, by
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providing ethnographic analyses of specific issues and communities,
by rethinking how we can extend ourselves as scholars and global
citizens, and by musing out loud about why anthropology matters in
the present.

Anthropology excels at excavating and understanding marginal
narratives. Ironically, what is often “public” are majority positions
and beliefs that leave little space for alternatives. If anthropology is
good at accessing subaltern perspectives and unconventional or sup-
pressed histories, then public anthropology can put this strength to
use. Kim Gutschow takes such an approach in re-narrating public,
conventional stories of communalism. Buddhist–Muslim relations in
Zangskar, a corner of Jammu and Kashmir state, do not follow hege-
monic narratives of troubled religious interaction in India. In detailing
a history of past and present communal relations in Zangskar, she
explores “the conflicting discourses and practices by which persons
and communities participate in the public realm.”28 Such fine-grained
studies as Gutschow’s and that of Robyn Andrews could provide
important ideas for state policies that affect people’s everyday lives. In
Andrews’ work with Anglo-Indian communities in Kolkata, she was
surprised to discover an illiterate population among them. Andrews
seeks to mobilize a debate about the uncertain place of Anglo-Indians
within the broader Indian community. Her prescriptions for educa-
tion policy represent what she calls a “modest challenge to the status
quo,” but one that “if implemented, [would] have very significant
impacts on the lives of individuals.”29

Yet, access to policy makers is not always easy to obtain. Nor, as Son-
dra Hausner shows so clearly, is it immediately evident to policy makers
why they might want to be in dialogue with anthropologists. Convincing
others that anthropology is a positive resource for those involved in plan-
ning, implementing, and assessing public policy is a collective and cumu-
lative project.30 Participating in policy endeavors also creates new subject
positions for anthropologists, as many contributors discovered. The
anthropologist is now no longer solely researcher, but also mediator,
translator, voice, authority, and agent of change. Wearing all of these hats
at the same or even consecutive times is not easy. As Rizvi realized in the
midst of doing so, “collaborating successfully with a great range of civil
society actors is extremely difficult to do and to do well.”31 It is not, how-
ever, impossible. Mark Nichter’s wide-ranging work in medical anthro-
pology is one career example of this. As he argues, anthropologists need
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to be “clear, strategic, and tactful” in “waking up the public, evoking
emotional–moral response, and challenging complacency.”32

Public Anthropology Now
Why is public anthropology so relevant now? It has much to do with
a postcolonial (although still imperial) world. Nita Kumar suggests
that public anthropology is as much a theoretical move as it is a meth-
odological one. Theorizing the structural inequities in scholar/infor-
mant relations, between scholars as subjects and others as subjects of
our study is one response to this. Piya Chatterjee’s epistemology of
hunger is a related response, one designed to shift from texts to bod-
ies, and to acknowledge and then purge anthropology of the colonial
ideas that persist within it. Histories of individual scholars, of coun-
tries, and of disciplines must all be reckoned with so as to “fully get at
the predicaments and possibilities” of public anthropology.33 As con-
tributors to this issue demonstrate, there are many ways that anthro-
pology can work to effect change at multiple levels. From individual
lives to community projects to state policy to disciplinary change, the
hopes for public anthropology resonate in this post-reflexive turn, late
capitalist, and postcolonial moment. At its best, public anthropology
responds to changes in both the discipline and in the world.

Public anthropology also makes sense in India. Many of our con-
tributors address timely issues—Kim Gutschow’s interventions into
dominant narratives of communalism, Robyn Andrews’ work on
changing views about Anglo-Indians in national discussions of ethnic-
ity and education, Kelly Alley’s analyses of environmental debate as
commentary on nation, science, and public participation in both, and
Kim Fortun’s work in the fields of science and technology. In discuss-
ing three ethnographic studies, Fortun shows how ethnography as
open systems analysis is particularly relevant because the “scope, pace,
and complexity of change underway [in contemporary India] so
clearly outruns the vocabularies and planning mechanisms” in place.34

Her own work in and on Bhopal strongly reveals the value of ethno-
graphic fieldwork, specifically as a post-structural “engagement with
what is not expressible in dominant idioms.”35 The goal here is ethno-
graphic in several senses, including one that responds directly to
Selvakumar’s farmer’s second question: What will the country get out
of it? Fortun suggests that a public anthropology might help also with
the ways India is imagined at home and abroad. The India whose
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image might be publicly supported by ethnography is, in her vision,
“a living culture with the capacity to work through paradox, recog-
nizing in complexity opportunities to build new cultural forms.”36

Much of this work is already taking place. Not all of it is labeled
“public” anthropology, nor need it be. As Dennis McGilvray
observes, the urgency for public anthropology is not the same in all
places. If anthropology—public or not—is rarely visible or vocal in
the USA, the same does not necessarily hold for other places. In Sri
Lanka, for example, McGilvray contends that public anthropology
already exists as a result of “social change, ethnic conflict, and natural
catastrophe [which] have unavoidably altered the local context of eth-
nographic fieldwork”; it is neither a new nor premeditated aspect of
anthropology.37 Anthropology looks different around the world.
Access to funding, employment opportunities and obligations,
amounts of privilege and prestige, and participation in national and
public (not just disciplinary) debates all vary, sometimes widely. For
anthropologists of India, the turn to a public anthropology signals a
desire to address these inequities as well as those rooted in Indian
societies and histories. As we work to make anthropology more pro-
ductive, more humane, we draw on its strengths to help us better serve
those who are the discipline’s single most important constituency—
the people whose stories we tell, whose everyday lives we learn from,
who give so generously and so often receive nothing in return. If pub-
lic anthropology is to serve anyone, it is them.
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